
� In 1992, we stopped clipping the paper manually and began our 
online archive. However, this collection only includes articles. Pages 
and photos are not available. All articles from 1992 are available to 
the public through the electronic libraries such as Nexis, Proquest, 
Europresse, etc. 



Conservation and storage were becoming more pressing 
problems. 

Although housed in a secure location in our basement, we 
always ran the risk of fire or water damage. 

� The unrestored volumes continued to deteriorate and the 
collection remained dormant and inaccessible dormant and inaccessible dormant and inaccessible dormant and inaccessible to 
researchers, their monetary potential in an Internet world, 
unexploited.

� Since the advent of the Internet, we received an increasing 
number of requests for access to our collection, people 
believe it is available online…….



� Contacts with many companies in Europe, Asia and the U.S., 
failed to provide a global and financially acceptable solutiona global and financially acceptable solutiona global and financially acceptable solutiona global and financially acceptable solution. 

It became clear we would have to approach the project at a 

gradual pace, step by step. 



� Most companies proposed scanning the microfilm 
with the second option of scanning the paper 
archive, to compensate for poor quality microfilm

� We doubted our microfilm would meet the full 
criteria for success

� We did not want the bound volumes to leave 
Neuilly to be scanned off site

� Cost of scanning in house exceeded budgets 

� Further on, the IHT didn’t have facilities to 
commercialise the scanned content
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� But, we have the full collection of microfilm

� It was financially feasible and a serious beginning  

� We found a partner experienced in the field, willing to guide 
us through the initial process, without OCR or clipping as part 
of the project



� Microfilm can be transported and scanned off site 

� Conservation of the pages was ensured

� Possibility to OCR and clip the content at a later date was 
assured

� The financial investment was defensible

� Immediate research possibilities available

� We can move the volumes to a secure, adapted location for 
future conservation 

� The Pandora’s box was opened.......



We did not have the master reels and some of the film had 

suffered damage through use over time

� A survey of all the reels revealed the pre-1933 content to be 
so uneven in quality that we refrained from scanning them.

� Cost of cleaning the pages exceeded the budget

� Some editions were missing from the reels

� We have an incomplete collection online, with some of the 
most beautiful pages still inaccessible. 



� We were charged by page so we had to estimate the number the number the number the number 
of pages to be scannedof pages to be scannedof pages to be scannedof pages to be scanned

� On 400 reels, we estimated we had 1000 pages per reel, 
giving us 400,000 pages to scan

� Some reels had less than 1000 pages, others had more, 
editions varied throughout the century from 4 to 24 pages a 
day

� We sampled a trimester from every decade and drew up a 
table, giving averages per month, per year and per decade.

� Total estimate: from 1887 to 2003: 411,000 pages





� We surveyed every reel on the microfilm reader and 
produced a table appraising the quality. 

� We raised the bar as high as possible and gave 
draconian appraisals, from poor, to average to goodpoor, to average to goodpoor, to average to goodpoor, to average to good. 

� The end result was we agreed with the scanning 
company to only scan reels with a “good” rating which 
meant from 1933 to presentfrom 1933 to presentfrom 1933 to presentfrom 1933 to present
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� We went with the industry standardindustry standardindustry standardindustry standard to permit future OCR and 
clipping at a later date

� 300 DPI greyscale300 DPI greyscale300 DPI greyscale300 DPI greyscale TIFF images and PDF of each page

� Rotated, cropped, despeckled and deskewed

� Each issue was delivered in a single folder with metadata metadata metadata metadata 
including : Name, year, month, day, page number

� We made server space available: requirementspace available: requirementspace available: requirementspace available: requirement 5.232 terabytes, 
to accommodate 70 years of TIFFs and PDFs based on the 
size of each object

� We received delivery of TIFFs and PDFsTIFFs and PDFsTIFFs and PDFsTIFFs and PDFs of each page 
accompanied by their vignettevignettevignettevignette on disks and transferred them 
to our server 











� We came in under budget and have access to pages from 
1933 to present online for research

� And the PandoraPandoraPandoraPandora’’’’s boxs boxs boxs box:

We have partnered with a French company in the Paris region 
to scan the volumes, completing the missing pages from 
1887 to 1933, to the same specifications as the microfilm, 
but in colour

� We plan to OCR all the pages very soon

� We are seeking a partner to convert the pages applying 
METS/ALTO xml throughout.

� We will commercialise the whole collection making it 
accessible to the pubic, creating a new revenue stream 



� bmurphy@iht.com

Thank you

Merci


